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1 
The purpose of this paper is to prove, but more particularly to point out, 
that Zassenhaus’ 1934 construction [4] for proving the Jordan-Holder-Schreier 
refinement theorem actually does considerably more. Zassenhaus partially said 
this. It is required, given two normal series, to show that there exist refinements 
of them, between which there exists an isomorphism. Zassenhaus wrote explicit 
refinements, let us say R, S, and constructed an isomorphism 4: R -+ S in a 
simple way. What is omitted, and remains omitted in all the later literature I 
have consulted, is that (1) $ is, let us say, a “nice” isomorphism, (2) between any 
two normal series there is at most one nice isomorphism, and (3) R and S are 
the coarsest refinements of the given series which are nicely isomorphic. 
Turning from history to mathematics: One may wonder if this “niceness” is 
just an over-fussy comment on the construction. After all, if a construction is 
possible, it is often doable in a unique shortest way. Let us consider two com- 
position series for a finite-dimensional vector space V, say V = X,, 1 X1 1 ... 
1 Xn = (0) and V = Y0 3 Yi 1 ... 1 Y, = (0). There are two main familiar 
versions of the Jordan-Holder theorem. One says just that there exists a bijection 
4 from {l,..., n> to {l,..., VZ} such that Xi-,/Xi E Yb(i)-,/Yd(i) . All that this 
tells us in V is m = 12, for all those factors are l-dimensional; and in fact there 
exist n! such bijections. Many readers are familiar with the sharper version which 
adds that the isomorphisms of factors are given by chains of perspectivities. But 
it is a simple exercise in projective geometry that any two l-dimensional factors 
in I/ are connected by a chain of three or fewer perspectivities; so there are still 
n! bijections we could use. 
Zassenhaus’ isomorphisms are each given by two, not three, perspectivities; 
and are of specified form. The specification is the crux, determining 4 uniquely. 
Those readers who already know this may be quite annoyed to see this paper. 
They exist; I found three or four of them in the first fifty colleagues with whom 
I discussed this matter. Further, some of them told me that this is all done in 
this or that published book-but all those statements were incorrect. I found 
more of (l), (2), and (3) in Gericke’s book [2] than in any other; Gericke (follow- 
ing Lorenzen’s paper [3]) gives (1) and a little more. I should not quarrel with 
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anyone who finds (2) and (3) implicit in [3]. Again, one of the sapient three or 
four told me a very pretty, still stronger statement, unfortunately false even 
for vector spaces. 
I state the theorem only for groups; the proof is Zassenhaus’ with small 
additions. The result for general algebras can be obtained in the same way from 
Lorenzen’s proof, and for modular lattices from Birkhoff [l] or Gericke [2]. 
(Indeed, Birkhoff shows that two chains in a modular lattice generate a distri- 
butive sublattice, whence (1) and (2) are practically immediate. But his refine- 
ment theorem omits them.) Of course there are further extensions to suitably 
“modular” chains in nonmodular lattices. The Zassenhaus-Lorenzen argument 
gives one of these. It is not up-down symmetric and I don’t know whether there 
is a single master theorem enfolding all. 
2 
In any group G let us call an ordered pair of subgroups (X, X+) a subfactor 
of G if X is a normal subgroup of X+, X 4 X+. For any subgroup Y of G, the 
projection of Y in a subfactor (X, X+) is (Y n X+)X. This is a subgroup of X+, 
since Y n X+ C X+ and X 4 X+. Evidently the projection of Y in (X, X+) 
contains X. A subfactor (Y, Y+) is smalkr than (X, X+) if Y 1 X and Y+ C X-t; 
we may say briefly that (Y, Y+) is a subfactor of (X, X+). 
LEMMA 1. The projection of a subfactor (Y, Y+) in a subfactor (X, X+) is a 
subfactor (M, M+), and (M, M+) and (X, X+) hase the same projection in (Y, Y+). 
Proof. Conjugating zx E (Y n X+)X by wxl E (Y+ n X+)X (with z E Y n 
X+, w E Y+ n X+, x and x1 E X) gives x;~(w-~zxw) x1 . Now w-law is in Y 
since Y 4 Y+, and in X+ since everything is in X+. w-lxw is in X since X 4 X+. 
Hence the product w-lzxw E (Y n X+)X. Then conjugating by x1 leaves it 
there since (Y n X+)X = X( Y n X+). Thus M 4 Mf. 
By definition the projection of X+ in (Y, Y+) is (X+ n Y+)Y; the projection 
of its subgroup M+ in (Y, Y+) is ((Y+ n X+)X n Y+)Y 3 (Y+ n X+ n Y+)Y, 
which is all of (X+ n Y+)Y. Now the projection of MT) X is {[(Y n X+)X] n 
Y+>Y C (YX n Y+)Y = YX n Y+. That is, each of its elements is yx E Yf 
withyEY and XEX. So x=y-l.yx~YY+=y+, making xEXnY+. 
We have yx E Y(X n Y+) = (X n Y+)Y, the projection of the subgroup X. 
COROLLARY (Butterfly Lemma). Given two subfactors (X, X+), (Y, Y+), in a 
group G, the projections (M, M+) of (Y, Y+) in (X, X+) and (N, N+) of (X, X+) 
in (Y, Y+) project onto each other, and M+/M is isomorphic with N+/N. 
Proof. By the lemma, (M, M+) goes to (N, N+) by projection in (Y, Y+). 
That is, first, (M n Y+)Y = N. Since YN = NN = N, (M n Y+)N = N. 
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Since M n Y+ C (M n Y+)Y = N, it is M n NL; (M n N+)N = N. Similarly 
from (M+ n Y?)Y = N+ we have M+ n Y+ C N+, M+ n Y+ = M+ n N+, 
(M+ n N+)N = N+N = NY. The same proof shows that (N, N+) goes to 
(M, M+) by projection in (M, M+). 
Mf n N+ is a subgroup S of N+ satisfying SN = N+; so its image in N+/N 
is all of N+/N, and S/N n S is isomorphic with N+/N. The kernel K = N n S 
is M+ n N. But it is contained in M = (N n M+)M, so K = M n N. Similarly 
N+ n M = K, S/K E M+/M. So M+/M and N+/N are isomorphic to each 
other, as was to be shown. 
Let us call two normal series in a group G, G = X,, 3 X, 3 ... 3 X:, = {e> 
and G = Y,3 YrI ... 1 I’, = {e} (each Xi and each Yj is normal in its 
predecessor), projectively isomorphic if each subfactor (Xi+, , Xi) projects onto 
of the subfactors (Yjtl , Yj) such that also (Yjt, , Yj) projects onto (X,+r , Xi). 
LEMMA 2. Given II normaE series G = Y,, 3 Y, 3 .‘. 3 Yn = (e>, if ( Yj+l , Yj) 
projects onto a subfactor (X, X+), then X and X+ have the same projection in any 
other subfactor ( Yk+l , Y,J, k # j. In particular, if two normal series are projectively 
isomorphic, they have the same number of terms and each subfactor in one series 
projects onto a unique subfactor in the other series. 
Proof. We have (Y, Y+) projecting onto (X, X+) and (in the first case) 
Y+ C Ykll C Yk . Since Y+ projects to X+ in (X, X+), so does every subgroup 
containing it, in particular Yktl and Yx: . By Lemma 1, X and X+ have the same 
projection in (Yk+I , Yk). The proof is precisely similar for Yk+l C Yk C Y. 
ZASSENHAUS REFINEMENT THEOREM. Given two normal series in a group G, 
G=X,T)X,3...3X,=(e}andG=Y,T)Y,3.-.3Y,-{e}, theprojec- 
jections of the Yj in all (Xj+l , Xi) and the projections of the Xi in all (Yjtl , Yi) 
form projectively isomorphic normal series rejining the given series. Every subfactor 
(X, X+) of (X,+l , Xi) onto which some subfactor of ( Yi+l , Y,) projects is smaller 
than the projection (M, M+) of (Ylil , Yj) in (X,,, , Xi). Therefore the indicated 
refinements are the coarsest projectively isomorphic refinements. 
Proof. The indicated series are normal series by Lemma 1, refinements of 
the given series by definition, and projectively isomorphic by the Butterfly 
Lemma. From the defimtion of projection, the projection of a subfactor of 
(Yj+r , Yj) in (ATi,r , Xi) is smaller than (M, M+). 
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